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WIRELESS ACTUATOR PWM LED DIMMER SWITCH FLD61

FLD61
PWM LED dimmer switch for LEDs 12-36 V DC, up to 4 A. Only 0.2-0.4 watt stand by loss. With adjustable 

minimum bright ness and dimming speed. With  switching operation for children's rooms and snooze 

function. Also with light scene control by PC or wireless pushbuttons. 

Encrypted wireless, bi directional wireless and  repeater function are switchable.

For installation. 45 mm long, 45 mm wide, 33 mm deep. 
Supply voltage 12 to 36 V DC, depending on the connected LED lighting.
Output voltage PWM (puls width  modulation).
Maximum output voltage 4 A.
A pulse resistant DC power supply unit is required, which provides the necessary voltage and required 
current of the LED light(s).
Universal control voltage input 8 to 230 V UC, electrically isolated from the 230 V supply  voltage and 
switching  voltage. 
The brightness level is stored on switch-off (memory). 
In case of a power failure the switch  position and the brightness stage are stored and may be switched on 
when the power supply is restored.
Automatic electronic overload protection and overtemperature switch-off. 
You can teach in encrypted sensors. You can switch on bidirectional wireless and/or a repeater function. 
The minimum brightness (fully dimmed) is adjustable with the upper %  rotary switch. In the setting 
LRN up to 35 push buttons can be assigned, of which one or more central pushbuttons.
The dimming speed can be adjusted with the lower dimming speed rotary switch.

In addition to the wireless control input via an internal antenna, this universal dimmer switch can also be 
controlled  locally by a conventional 230 V control switch if  fi tted previously. A short interruption of control 
changes the direction of dimming. Short control commands switch on/off.
The pushbuttons can be either taught-in as direction pushbuttons or universal pushbuttons: As direction 

pushbutton 'switch on and dim up' is on one side and 'switch off and dim down' on the other side. A double-
click on the switch on side triggers the automatic dimming up to full brightness with dim speed time. A 
double-click on the switch off side  triggers the snooze function. The children's room function is triggered 
on the switch on side. As a universal pushbutton the direction change is made by briefl y  releasing the 
pushbutton. 
Central pushbutton 'on' switches on with memory value. Central pushbutton 'off' switches off.
Switching operation for children's rooms (universal pushbutton or direction pushbutton on the switch-on 
side): If the light is switched on by holding down the pushbutton, it starts at the lowest brightness level 
 after approx. 1 second and dims up slowly as long as the pushbutton is held down without modifying the 
last stored brightness level.
Snooze function (universal pushbutton or direction pushbutton on the switch-off side): With a double 
 impulse the lighting is dimmed down from the current dimming position to the minimum brightness level 
and switched off. The current dimming position as well as the adjustable minimum brightness level deter-
mine the dimming time (max. = 60 minutes) which can be reduced as required. It can be switched off at 
any time by short-time control commands during the lighting is dimmed down.
Light scenes via app are set and re trieved using the Professional Smart Home controller. 
Lights scenes with wireless pushbuttons are taught in on the FLD61 device. Up to four brightness values 
which can be taught-in in light scene pushbuttons with double rocker.
A FBH can either be taught-in as a movement detector with/without twilight switch or a FAH as a twilight 
switch according to the operating instructions.
The LED performs during the teach-in process according to the operating instructions. It shows wireless 
control commands by short fl ickering during operation.

Standard setting ex works.

Function rotary switches

Typical connection

Technical data page T-3. FLD61 Wireless actuator PWM LED dimmer switch,
12-36 V DC up to 4 A

Art. No. 30100837 100,10 €/pc. 

Manuals and documents in further 

languages:

http://eltako.com/redirect/FLD61


